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Abstract: This study planned to introduce the impacts of assessment on practices of school directors some time recently, amid a great many the dread of examination. The study model was planned in subjective research demonstrate. Think about gathering was involved 16 school directors utilized in the territory of Kahramanmaras amid the 2014-2015 scholarly year and chosen by means of "Deliberate inspecting strategy" technique. A semi-organized meeting structure created by the analyst with master direction was utilized as the information gathering device including 3 questions intending to find the impacts of the assessment procedure on regulatory practices at schools. The information were broke down utilizing content examination technique. The study demonstrated that school executives observe review to be a negative idea however they trust it is fundamental on account of the advantages for themselves and the school. The school executives expressed that they encounter dread of review before investigations. They kept on clarifying that they plan things, for example, the required books, documents and records, accelerate operations and procedures and attempt to guarantee that their schools are prepared for examination in each sense before the assessment. School heads said that amid investigations a few investigators have negative states of mind and practices, some are near correspondence and more ruinous than helpful and such circumstances reflect contrarily in the air of the school. The chairmen additionally expressed that as a result of absence of data relating to a few subjects, the overseers are not ready to give the proficient direction required for the school or the chairmen. Be that as it may, in spite of this, examinations are instrumental to the operations and procedures of the school being done in a more sorted out mold and they give proficient improvement to managers. Overseers said that they actualize reviewers' proposals when they are appropriate and mull over the assessment reports while attempting to make the vital changes before the following examination. As indicated by the study comes about, one might say that examination fear and their perspectives (some time recently, amid and after examination procedures) are gainful to regulatory practices of school overseers.
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I. Introduction

It can be stated that there are many different factors affecting the success of schools’ managing bodies. It is assumed that one of these factors is inspection mechanism whose main objective is guiding and on job training. Both organization and management theories have different points of view on inspection. While classical organization and management theory defines inspection as a controlling process for human behaviours, neo-classical organization and management theory, on the other hand, takes it as training employee on job. Meanwhile, contemporary organization and management theory takes inspection as humans’ self-controlling their own behaviours. Inspection system exists in almost every complex organization and it is also an organizational and managerial obligation (Aydin, 2007). Inspection is a sine qua non necessity especially in social activities in which human factor dominates (Cengiz, 1992). The importance of inspection will be better understood when the structure of the organizations, managing processes and system theory are reviewed (Taymaz, 2010). Inspection’s being obligatory is a natural outcome of organization’s being stable to survive (Aydin, 2007). It is inevitable to control, in other words inspection, the level of goals reached by education, aiming to give common and special behaviours to people, under a plan and programme (Kapusuzoglu, 1988). Inspection system, with its functional structure and healthy action, is expected to determine any deviation from criteria before it occurs and causes large losses in organization and improve. It can be said a healthy inspecting system which has such power (Aydin, 2007).

School administrator is in charge of arranging and applying school’s HR and related activities, review, assessment, collaboration at school, correspondence and synchronization, and playing his/her part in taking care of issues (Sisman and Turan, 2004). Training review is additionally necessary for deciding the requirements of organization and staff, helping service to apply new choices, choosing whether human sources, types of gear and time is utilized productively or not (Dissiz, 2009). Since investigation needs progression and it drives the association to accomplish its objectives. Review not just chooses whether current circumstance is great or awful additionally it keeps on enhancing and right. In this way one might say that the states of mind, behaviours and convictions of auditors are critical.
By and large, workers don't care for being examined. Particularly, it keeps their employment fulfillment when investigation hunt down flaw, prims and embarrasses. Along these lines, representatives incline toward working at associations which regard popularity based investigation and even self-assessment (Basaran, 2008). Be that as it may, review has gotten to be something in workers' psyches which motivates dread and uneasiness. It is conceivable to base the wellspring of this dread and tension on traditional assessment's achieving an objective with dread and pressure. Many studies, in actuality, have uncovered that any dread and nervousness from pressure gravely impact workers' execution. It is normal that examination, having such an impact on execution, will positively impact work fulfillment (Demir, 2001). This appears to be conceivable just with steady and arranged control and assessment of association's information sources, process and yields. This hierarchical phenomenon demonstrates the significance and necessity of investigation including ceaseless watching, assessing and enhancing exercises (Aydin, 2007). Inquiers about accentuates the significance of assessment as far as association's survival. Turkish instruction framework additionally must be very much aware of the level of its objectives accomplished which are likewise the principle inspiration for its existence. This is just conceivable with a useful examination in view of ceaseless watching, exploring, assessing and progressing.

Assessment requires examiner to be an administrator, pioneer, mentor, guide and scientist (Taymaz, 2010). Be that as it may, examiner ought to abstain from making examination an individual matter with whom he/she is reviewing by pointing to the points of confinement of these obligations. Auditor ought to regard to the investigated, while he/she ought not manhandle what he/she has learnt or utilize them for various purposes. A peaceful domain ought to be made amid controlling exercises; it ought not be a request like process. The fundamental target of the monitor ought to be to build the quality of investigated and make him/her a great deal more responsible and free. Inconveniences ought to stay free from individual perspectives keeping in mind the end goal to give objectivity (Basar, 2000). As per contemporary examination approaches, keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish assessment objectives the outcomes ought to be talked about with the people. To keep the deviations in authoritative objectives, enhancements ought to be done to educate representatives about their flaw and watched issues (Agaoğlu, 2000). Basar (1995); states that examination exists with three components which are identified with one another and work in circle and he characterizes these components all things considered:

1. Deciding Situation: He characterizes deciding circumstance as to uncover and existing circumstance as though taking a photo yet despite the fact that control system ought to be taken as an information gathering apparatus to test objective result legitimacy, infrequently it is given much more extensive implications, for example, overseeing and ruling and utilized rather than established investigation.
2. Assessment: He guarantees that assessment gives data to basic leadership and underscores on choices and to assess an examination procedure and situation deciding information gathering is required. While controlling is for demonstrating, assessment, then again, is an enhancing action.
3. Correcting and Improving: He expresses that revising and enhancing is applying those choices coming about because of assessment process and transformed into choices, then claims that it creates the goal of investigation process. Providing inadequacies toward the end of examination, transforming falses into trues, adjusting deviations in objectives and plans and achieving recommendations for better process and results are all in redressing and enhancing component.

Utilizing human and different sorts of sources proficiently in training associations is in direct extent with the ability of instruction directors (Acar, 2004). The fundamental target of instruction is to prepare individuals who can think free and adaptable, have solid social states of mind, is sound in both physical and mental, business person, convey a dream and absorb neighborhood culture (Can, 2004). Along these lines school is a foundation which none of the social orders can slant (Ataunal, 2004). Chief is some individual who is in charge of taking producing things to create administration or great on the condition that every one of the dangers and benefits have a place with another and drives them to fulfill a few needs and runs the organization for the benefit of business visionary (Tengilimoglu et al, 2008). To put it plainly, chief is some person who asks and coordinates others by utilizing authoritative structure as a part of request to accomplish hierarchical objectives (Ilgar, 2005; Kocel, 2003). School chiefs are the individuals who remain at the most extreme farthest point of instruction framework (Aydin, 2007). They are capable at direct against senior supervisors, educators, understudies, guardians and society about delivering better instruction benefit (Donmez, 2004), they are formal training pioneers (Celik, 2003). School administrator, with such significance, ought to both be supervisor and pioneer of his school.

School supervisor is not a position to be filled by normal individuals. In bureaucratic language such obligations are called "basic obligations" and the individuals who complete such obligations are focused as "basic staff" (Acikalin, 2006). There is an agreement about school supervisor's gigantic impact on all individuals identified with school particularly on educators and understudies (Sisman, 2004). School administrators' fulfilling this basic obligation productively is specifically identified with their administrative behaviours (Kaya,
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1996). Clements (1997) underscores that school directors are in charge of enhancing staff, assessing staff, staff’s prosperity and happy with their employment, while Mitchell and Cunningham (1990) states that future supervisors ought to be prepared to oppose any conceivable issue as the instructional pioneers of their schools and when the fact of the matter is lost eras they shoul make new chances to the general public. Definitely, director conveys incredible significance for each association. Nonetheless, chiefs are thought to be a great deal more essential for the training association of which fundamental info and yield are human. Since it is both conceivable to discover fabricating absconds post he creation associations and their impact on society is either constrained or shoddy to overcome while it is practically unrealistic to get those of instruction associations or they are excessively costly, making it impossible to overcome. The trainings they took before and amid their administration, social learning’s, singular studies and assessment framework can be said to impact school chiefs overseeing capacity. One might say that the dread, the viciousness and the qualities are critical realities in individual and social vwell-being today as previously (Eren, 2005: 23). I will contend that the negative enthusiastic effect of examination on educators goes past the oft reported issues of stress and exhaust. Instructors encounter lost power and control, and the feeling of being for all time under a disciplinary administration can prompt to dread, outrage and estrangement (Perryman, 2007:173). This studies means to uncover the impacts of assessment dread some time recently, amid and after review on school administrators.

II. Methodology

In this study, as it is meant to uncover school chiefs’ perspectives on review fear marvel, a subjective research model is preferred. It is imagined that subjective design is much appropriate on the grounds that it is meant to survey a marvel profoundly in its normal reality. In subjective studies, information colleting devices, for example, perception, meeting and report investigation are used and recognitions and occasions are attempted to be uncovered practically and in general (Yildirim and Simsek, 2008). Study Group Deliberate testing system is utilized to decide think about gathering. It empowers to examine on the individuals who are thought to have rich data on an exceptional issue (Buyukoztork et al, 2012; Yildirim and Simsek, 2008). In this way, 16 school directors are chosen as the study mass working in Kahramanmaras area of Turkey amid 2014-2015 scholastic year.

III. Data collection tool

In this study, a semi-organized talking structure is utilized as information gathering device developed by the creator. Such semi-organized talking frames empower interviewee to express his/her own particular contemplations too (Buyukoztork et al, 2012). So as to keep up legitimacy of the frame, firstly lawful and theoretical records are examined and after that 5 reviewers’, 5 school supervisors’ and related addresses’ were requested sentiments. After that, in light of these inputs, a question pool was made. These inquiries were sent to four overseers and academicians and necessary remedies were made. Besides, two reviewers and language specialists were additionally requested that look at the frame. Keeping in mind the end goal to make an appropriate, legitimate and general meeting structure, each outcome is indicated how it has been come to by the creator. While deciphering these information gathered, basic and looking at examinations are utilized. Giving the information gathered straightforwardly with unmistakable investigation, results’ being affirmed by specialists and breaking down the information as to theoretical system are criteria of unwavering quality (Yildirim and Simsek, 2008). Keeping in mind the end goal to give a legitimate and solid research, consider environment, related terms and all means were characterized. Fortress his motivation, school directors were posed these questions on review fear:

1. What do you think about review? Is it accurate to say that you are dread of examination? Which arrangements do you do before the review, since the start of scholastic year?
2. How do the behavior of investigators influence you amid assessment dread and how does the review influence your behaviours?
3. Do you pay respect to input made by monitors? Which rehearses do you change as to review fear?

Analysis

Enlightening information investigation was utilized to analyz the information gathered. With the consent of members, composed notes were taken amid meetings. Along these lines, each meeting structure was coded as "P1, P2… " (Participant + Number) and dissecting procedure was acknowledged in four stages all things considered:

1. Each frame was looked into and after that comparative or basic explanations were highlighted.
2. At that point these coded proclamations were assembled to achieve subjects.
3. Genuine explanations delivered by members were composed under related topics.
4. Every one of these codes, topics and explanations were interpreted.
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IV. Findings

(a) The Necessity of Inspection

The participants with the codes P1, P3, P4, P7, P8, P10, P13 and P16 who were asked for their opinions stated that in spite of some of its negative sides, inspection is necessary, in order to run school organizations better, they need to be inspected continuously. For instance P6 stated that: “Clearly, being inspected is not good but I think it is essential. Without inspection, everybody will act arbitrarily”. P10, on the other hand said that: “Inspection is certainly necessary, otherwise the organization will become unhealthy thus it is good for every institution and staff. The tasks at school will get worse but inspectors also should be helpful”. Similarly, P16 agreed with his colleagues like: “Inspection is a part of school and education. It should strictly exist but not like what it is today. Because the form of it today does not so efficient and helpful for us”.

(b) The Fear of Inspection

The members with the codes P2, P5, P6, P7, P8, P10, P13 and P16 who were requested their assessments expressed that even the expression “investigation” alarms them and albeit one has no blame, to realize that they will be reviewed stresses them. For example P2 expressed his sentiments as: “I feel that some person will scrutinize me and this disturbs me a great deal. Simply fortification his reason, I get on edge about being assessed as it stresses me!”. Additionally P10 said: “Noone preferences being investigated. Clearly, I likewise have such sentiments since I would prefer not to be in such a troublesome circumstance, be that as it may; the assessors’ states of mind are additionally critical”. P13, then again, concurred like: “I have such a dread, similar to any other person does, in light of the fact that in every time there is dependably an issue. The reviewers, surely, discover an issue and this stresses me”.

(c) The Stress Before Inspection

The members with the codes P2, P4, P6, P8, P11, P13, P14 and P16 who were requested their conclusions expressed that they get to be upsetting being investigated. P4, with this matter, set forward his conclusions like: “obviously, I have a few feelings of trepidation before the review, and subsequently have a few inquiries in my mind like; when they will come, will they discover a misstep and so forth. So I get to be distressing.” P14, likewise concurred with his partners like: “Regardless of the possibility that not as high as it is thought, I get worried before the examination. Since I had a few inconveniences in the past and in every time I consider them and get to be suspicious whether I will have them again or not. Then again, the way that assessors will come whenever additionally stresses me.” Similarly, P16 expressed that: “I get to be worried toward the start of scholarly year and wish that the controllers will come as quickly as time permits and end my nervousness since I don’t care for being reviewed. There is a malice in investigation.”

(d) The Preparations for Inspection

The members with the codes P3, P7, P9, P11 and P15 who were requested their assessments expressed that they as of now prepare toward the start of scholarly year by setting up all necessary records as though they will be investigated whenever. For instance, P7 expressed that: “indeed, I am doing whatever is required by considering official systems. I am exceptionally setting myself up for investigation, yet when I do my obligations on time, this makes me prepared for review. Since I would prefer not to have issues amid the assessment procedure.” Similarly, P11 said that: “I am attempting to prepare for review. Because I know, what overseers need to see and like, I am attempting make these focuses culminate. With the goal that I attempt to supply any sort of deficiencies before the review”. P15 additionally communicated that “I am fulfilling my obligations for a superior examination as well as for myself and school's purpose. Be that as it may, while doing school assignments, I additionally make my organization prepared for the review.”

(e) Negative Inspector Image

The members with the codes P1, P4, P5, P9, P12 and P16 who were requested their assessments expressed that they have experienced some negative practices with the reviewers and in this way they don't have much positive examiner picture in their psyches. P1, on this matter, communicated his suppositions like: “I have been assessed for commonly as such. Controllers for the most part, come to discover any sort of deficiencies at school, their fundamental point is not to help us”. P9 likewise expressed that: “I have contended with the assessors, su..."
edge about investigation and they have stres before the examination, at last they set themselves up for review in advance for every one of these reasons.

**During inspection**

(a) **Negative Attitudes of Inspectors**

The members with the codes P1, P2, P4, P5, P8 and P10 who were requested their feelings expressed that auditors play out some negative behavior amid the reviews. On this matter, P1 expressed that: "I feel myself to a great degree prepared for an inquiries without having any stress and mental inconvenience if the reviewers who have ability in their fields and carry out their occupation as it is normal. Along these lines the dialect utilized by monitors, their behavior and states of mind are enter components in the achievement of examination. Be that as it may, auditors don't act in popularity based way. They, generally, attempt to locate a liable and support the procedure as though there is a blameworthy and liable makes us despondent and demotivate us to advance our obligations. In the meantime, such a state of mind causes us to lose our excitement". Likewise, P5 said that: "Examiners act us terrible. They just attempt to discover a deficiency rather than help us with our errands. Indeed, their essential obligation is to class chiefs to build up their vocation, not to discover an error!".

(b) **Inspection Process**

The members with the codes P5, P7, P9, P10, P13 and P16 who were requested their conclusions expressed that reviewers can not control every one of the things they have accomplished for a scholarly year in a couple of hours and therefore the investigation procedure is too short to accomplish its objectives. P5 expressed that: "Review is a procedure assignment, you can not control a year of a school in a couple of hours. Be that as it may, sadly, auditors come and do the assessment in a couple of hours and this leads them to miscalculate our work". P13 on the hand said that: "Examination process is too short. They come to class and assess our one-year execution in a day. In what manner can this be sound and reasonable for examine our one-year execution in a day, the procedure must be longer."

(c) **The Function of Inspection and Inspectors' Lack of Knowledge**

The members with the codes P1, P5, P8 and P10 who were requested their conclusions expressed that the primary capacity and point of examination is to enhance school association, however there is a model for the most part centered around discovering deficiencies now. P1 communicated that: "Clearly, I, as a school chief, anticipate that these reviewers will help me, yet this is not the situation. I can't take in anything from reviewers, since they don't plan to do it!". Also P10 expressed that: "The states of monitor and assessed are clear before the things of lawful directions. On these conditions, if the reviewer does his undertakings, demonstrates the deficiencies then he can school. In any case, by and by, this varies a great deal, monitors attempt to discover any deficiencies however not help". Notwithstanding his associates, P8 likewise expressed that: "I take help on numerous things amid the assessments yet there is another issue, absence of learning. None of the examiners acknowledges his absence of learning on any subject, however in reality no one needs to know everything!".

(d) **Mental Tension and Corruption in School Climate**

The members with the codes P2, P3, P6, P7, P11, P14 and P16 who were requested their assessments expressed that amid the investigation procedure, there is mental pressure and humiliation at school and all the staff individuals are seriously affected by them. P3 said that: "Everyone is seriously affected with the assessment on that day. Everyone needs the examination will end as quickly as time permits, since no one is enthusiastic to see a reviewer at school. To be true, I likewise get focused and don't have any desire to see an examiner at school as well!". Essentially, P11 communicated his sentiments like: "My brain research is seriously affected on assessment day, the purpose behind this is the reviewer as well as my own self. Since being investigated is not a wanted thing for me, in addition the states of mind of monitors likewise lead me to think so". P14, then again, said that: "At whatever point the assessors come to class, the brain research of the school gets tainted, everybody feels irritated and these likewise degenerate school atmosphere."

(e) **Correspondence Problem with the Inspectors**

The members with the codes P4, P9, P12 and P15 who were requested their sentiments expressed that the reviewers are by and large near correspondence and ineraction and they barely give fulfilling answers. P4 expressed that: "I can't speak with the reviewers amid the procedure, since they don't need me to do it so. They by and large, give requests and I scarcely get an opportunity to pose any question which avoids us to cooperate thus makes investigation handle wasteful". So also, P9 expressed that: "truth be told, I just anwer their inquiries, I don't want to make inquiries as they simply give short replies. In this manner, I would prefer not to pose any questions in light of the fact that there is no sense to inquire".
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Inside the examination, the discoveries identified with investigation fear major in a few topics: negative mentalities of controllers, the length of review, the capacity of assessment, mental pressure and correspondence issues. One might say that school principals are liable to some negative states of mind of examiners and have correspondence issues with them. Besides, it can likewise be pointed that school chiefs discover the review procedure too short and get worried amid the investigation. To put it plainly, as a consequence of controllers' negative states of mind; school is severely influenced in all and its atmosphere defiled.

After the inspection

(a) Fulfilling Inspection Feedback

The members with the codes P1, P2, P3, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9 and P12 who were requested their assessments expressed that they think about the criticisms of investigators after the review procedure and what is prescribed. On this matter, P5 expressed that: "We, as a school, attempt to enhance deficiencies preceding investigation reports. For this reason, we hold gatherings, arrange our techniques yet there still stays a few focuses". Likewise, P8 communicated that: "Examiners send us reports with their proposals on and I, as the key, need to meet their prerequisites. Regardless of the possibility that I, don't trust in some of these suggestions, I need to acknowledge them". P9 said that: "We do our undertakings after the investigation as it is normal. Be that as it may, it is unrealistic to acknowledge all that they have prescribed".

(b) Psychological Relaxation

The participants with the codes P4, P6, P9, P10, P11, P13 and P16 who were asked for their opinions stated all staff members feel relaxed when the inspection process is over. P9, on this matter, stated that: “Although I, personally, have no fault related to my job, a stranger’s existence at school and his giving advice about my work stresses me. Thus whenever the inspection is over, I really feel relaxed”. Similarly P12 said that: "As soon as the inspectors leave the school I feel comfortable and psychologically relaxed".

(c) Devastating Effect of Inspection

The members with the codes P2, P4, P7, P10, P14 and P15 who were requested their sentiments expressed that if there is a review demonstration against school administration, it will unquestionably impact whatever is left of the staff likewise and consequently examination has an overwhelming impact with a chain response. P7 said that: "In spite of the fact that they are not really being assessed, instructors, understudies and notwithstanding staffing get pushed. Along these lines, we need to unwind them to spare the school obligations and standardize the every day exercises." Similarly, P10 communicated that: "While there is investigation at school, even the understudies can feel it a done can without much of a stretch perceive this uneasiness. The understudies begin to carry on unique in relation to they were once”. In addition, P4, likewise expressed that: "The school turn into a disaster area after the assessment. We shouls evacuate this disaster area and assemble it without a moment's delay".

(d) The Fear of Getting Discipline Punishment

The members with the codes P5, P8, P11 and P13 who were requested their assessments expressed that after the examination, on account of some deficiencies they infrequently have the dread of authority examination which will present to them a discipline discipline. For example, P5 expressed his suppositions as tail: "We have undertakings to do yet now and again in light of the fact that some extra elements we aren't ready to do them all. At the point when an auditor acknowledges it, he has energy to begin an examination and this stresses me. As a school administrator, this decimates me. When, I encountered a wonder such as this and therefore I have confidence in fulfilling any kind of proposal written in investigation report." Similarly P11, expressed that: "Occasionally we, the school chiefs, are relied upon to go out on a limb and oversee them too to enhance our schools. Yet, in the event that somebody, particularly an examiner perceives such a circumstance then this implies you will get in a bad position with some examination procedure. At minimum they, the overseers, put these things on definite report and toward the start of next review, the primary thing to look is this alleged "a year age’s report", with the goal that I have such feelings of dread about examination." Inside the examination, the discoveries identified with after-review fear major in a few topics: fulfilling assessment criticisms, mental unwinding, annihilating impact of investigation and dread of getting discipline discipline. One might say that school supervisors feel loose toward the end of the assessments. As indicated by school directors, assessment has an overwhelming effect and they make a decent attempt to dispose of this effect. At long last, school administrators have a tendency to be wary about discipline discipline and along these lines give careful consideration to examination reports.
V. Results and discussion

In this examination, we found that school directors see investigation as negative however they can not dispose of it as it has bunches of advantages for school and instruction handle. The primary goal for the study is to examine whether school administrators have a kind of dread identified with examination and our discoveries has demonstrated that they have such dread truth be told, and it brings negative effect on school administration. The members generally expressed that they make a decent attempt to set up their school for examination by filling every one of the structures and perform other related bureaucratic practices as a result of this dread. Then again, principals likewise expressed that a portion of the reviewers have undesired behaviours, near correspondence and a long way from being useful, notwithstanding wrecking and these attributes gravely impact school atmosphere. Correspondingly, Kocabas and Ozemir (2010) and Aydin (2008), too, achieved such an outcome, to the point that illustrations identified with auditors are primarily about power and dread subjects and they have negative pictures. In addition, Yildirim (2012), Toremen and Dos (2009) and Sumbul and Inandi (2005) talked about that educators and investigators have negative pictures against one another. School chiefs recommended that on the grounds that the monitors have data hole, they could not assist and manual for school staff as they were normal. Many studies demonstrate this outcome that auditors can not school staff appropriately (Sagir, 2005; Yuksel, 2001; Gul, 2001; Klic, 1999, Buyukaslan, 1998; Ecevit, 1996; Patterson, 1990; Hobson, 1990; Richardson, 1998 and Chunn, 1986). In any case, they likewise expressed that reviewers have added something to their expert development and assignments to be done routinely. It can likewise be said that school administrators, unquestionably, mull over investigation reports keeping in mind the end goal to prepare for the next year's review. They attempt to acknowledge recommended points on these reports and make necessary enhancements till one year from now. At long last, one might say that, preceding the finding of this study, in spite of its negative way, review fear contribute to principals' overseeing propensities.
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